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Abstract

It is hard to make a parallel application scale with
regards to speedup when using a cluster of computers.
In [12] a speedup of around two or less is reported
when using 32 processors. It is also documented how
using more processors can result in a slowdown of the
application. Our results [3, 4] are in accordance with
this when using LAM-MPI [9], PVM [8], and PastSet
[1, 15]. We contribute this to several factors, but for
this paper we will focus on the configuration of the
application onto the cluster(s) used.

The PATHS system [2] allows us to specify a set of
configuration parameters about the mapping of threads
and processes to computers in the clusters. An applica-
tion is then configured by creating paths between com-
municating threads.

Being able to visualize the behavior of an appli-
cation is an important aid during performance de-
bugging. Steps [5, 6] is a software post-mortem
event-based monitor used to analyze and visualize
both the communication behavior of applications us-
ing PATHS, and the configuration.

We describe our experiences visualizing the con-
figuation and the behavior of a parallel wind-tunnel ap-
plication comprised of 332 worker threads on a cluster
with 30 nodes and 100 processors.

The graph used to visualize the paths has about
3000 nodes and 3000 edges. With a typical 21 inch
1280*1024 display, the user can only see a part of
the graph at a time. To examine different parts of
the graph, it must be zoomed or the window must
be scrolled. The standard display resolution and size

makes it difficult to get an overview of the visualized
system, and to find specific information.

Visualizing the communications events can be used
to get an overview of the behavior of the application.
This can be done by showing the time spent comput-
ing vs. communicating. However, the high number of
threads, and long running time of parallel applications
typically makes the visualization too tiny to read on a
standard display. The time spent communicating is of-
ten much smaller than the computation time, resulting
in communication events becoming practically invisi-
ble to the naked eye. Similar problems are described
in other performance analysis tools [11, 13, 14, 7].

We are interested in examining how can utilize a
tiled display wall [10] to do the visualizations. We be-
lieve the large size and high resolution can be used to
do visualizations with both overviews and details at the
same time. A display wall can also support concurrent
visualizations at different abstraction levels. The clus-
ter driving the display wall also supports parallelizing
the visualizations both with regards to processing and
output to the display wall.
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